From: Sandela Kuntz [mailto:sandykuntz@yahoo.com]
Sent: Sunday, November 11, 2012 12:26 PM
To: Solorio, Eric@Energy
Cc: Alan Breininger; Charlie; Jennings, Jennifer@Energy; jeff kahn; Battles, Michael@Energy; Adams,
Stephen@Energy
Subject: Re: Docket Number: 11-AFC-03 - WebEx Recording of Oct. 19, 2012 incomplete

Dear Eric,
I appreciate that you and Michael Battles took the time to look into what happened to result
in the incomplete WebEx recording and the missing noise and visual impact sections.
No slides have been posted on the docket by the applicant, as you requested.
To follow up, I would like my original letter of concern below (and this thread) posted on
the docket for the record, please.

California Energy Commission

Sincerely,
Sandy Kuntz
In Solidarity for East Elliott Open Space and Clean Air

DOCKETED
11-AFC-3
TN # 68495
NOV 13 2012

From: "Battles, Michael@Energy" <Michael.Battles@energy.ca.gov>
To: "Solorio, Eric@Energy" <Eric.Solorio@energy.ca.gov>; Sandela Kuntz <sandykuntz@yahoo.com>;
"Jennings, Jennifer@Energy" <Jennifer.Jennings@energy.ca.gov>
Cc: Alan Breininger <agbrein@cox.net>; Charlie <ceringerjr@yahoo.com>; jeff kahn <jeff@kahndesign.com>; "Adams, Stephen@Energy" <Stephen.Adams@energy.ca.gov>
Sent: Monday, November 5, 2012 7:47 AM
Subject: RE: Docket Number: 11-AFC-03 - WebEx Recording of Oct. 19, 2012 incomplete

Good morning,
Unfortunately, our IT department is not able to recover the audio portion of the WebEx recording from
10/19/2012. The phone connection for the meeting was dropped, and after calling back into the workshop,
for an unknown reason, the recording PC did not start recording the audio portion again. What is posted to
the website is all we will be able to provide from the workshop as far as audio and video. Also, as it was a
workshop and not evidentiary hearing, there was no one transcribing the meeting, so no written record is
available. IT is still attempting to find out from the people at WebEx what might have possibly caused this
to happen, so that if it happens again in the future, we will know how to fix it.
Mike Battles
From: Solorio, Eric@Energy
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2012 7:38 AM
To: Sandela Kuntz; Jennings, Jennifer@Energy; Battles, Michael@Energy
Cc: Alan Breininger; Charlie; jeff kahn; Adams, Stephen@Energy
Subject: RE: Docket Number: 11-AFC-03 - WebEx Recording of Oct. 19, 2012 incomplete

Good Morning Sandy,
It doesn’t appear that you previously inquired with me about this. In any event, we had technical difficulties
with the computer recording the webcast. My project assistant, Mike Battles, is working with our IT
department and the WebEx company to try and recover the balance of the audio portion. At this time, we
don’t know why the recording cut off. We’re guessing it was not reset properly after the workshop break.
Mike will notify you “if and when” we are able to recover the complete audio. Thanks.

On a related note, I will ask the applicant to docket any slides they used during the discussion.
Respectfully,
Eric Solorio, Project Manager
California Energy Commission
Siting, Transmission and Environmental Protection Division
1516 9th Street, MS-15
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 651-0966

From: Sandela Kuntz [mailto:sandykuntz@yahoo.com]
Sent: Sunday, November 04, 2012 12:07 PM
To: Jennings, Jennifer@Energy; Solorio, Eric@Energy
Cc: Alan Breininger; Charlie; jeff kahn
Subject: RE: Docket Number: 11-AFC-03 - WebEx Recording of Oct. 19, 2012 incomplete

Dear Jennifer and Eric,
It has been two weeks, and I have not received a reply about the incomplete 10/19/12 WebEx
recording for the Quail Brush plant. While I see the 10/19/12 powerpoint was posted on 11/2/12,
there are no slides for the noise or visual imact.
What we really want is the WebEx recording for those sections. Does a complete version exist?
Thank you.
Best regards,
Sandy Kuntz
In Solidarity for East Elliott Open Space and Clean Air
----- Forwarded Message ----From: Sandela Kuntz <sandykuntz@yahoo.com>
To: Jennifer Jennings <JJenning@energy.ca.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2012 8:07 PM
Subject: Docket Number: 11-AFC-03 - WebEx Recording of Oct. 19, 2012 incomplete
Dear Jennifer,
Several of us from Save Mission Trails Inc. viewed the WebEx Recording of Oct. 19, 2012, only to find that the
recording was very incomplete. We specifically wanted to view and hear the Noise and Visual Impact Discussions as
we believe there were some important inaccuracies in the Applicant's information and answers to the public, and we
and/or the intervenors would like to review and address these.
It is very unfortuante the recording is cut off right in the middle of the Noise Impact Discussion and the entire Visual
Impact Discussion AND the public comments section are missing. We are all community volunteers, most of us work
regular jobs during the day. It is unfair to expect everyone to be able to be absent from work in order to attend the
workshop. Some of us rely on the WebEx to stay informed on the urgent matter of a proposed gas power plant in our
park and community.
Please check for the complete workshop recording and upload it. If it doesn't exist, is there a transcript available? Or
does someone have the visual impact recording and can email it to me?

Also, I would like this letter of concern posted on the docket for the record.
I appreciate your assistance and hope to hear from you soon.
Best regards,
Sandy Kuntz
Save Mission Trails, Inc. Volunteer

Is the full recroding available? If so, please upload
In Solidarity for East Elliott Open Space and Clean Air

